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In a router, route redistribution allows a network that uses one route protocol to dynamically route traffic based on information learned from another routing protocol. Routing On the Internet, routers forward data packets between computer networks. [2] In order to determine a router to which each packet can be forwarded, it can be used: default or static routes that are manually configured,[3][4] on-demand routes,[5] dynamic route
protocols,[6] or Policy-based routes. [7] In a small network such as a home or home office, a default route is often used to send all traffic to the user's Internet service provider. Similarly, medium-sized networks such as branch offices or small Internet service providers can use default routes for traffic intended for the public Internet. But in medium-sized and large networks, routers use dynamic routing protocols to determine the best
paths to various network destinations. Sometimes, a network can use more than one dynamic routing protocol, for example, if two different companies merge or are used as network devices from multiple vendors. [8] In such networks, it is often useful to redistdite information from one route protocol in another. [9] See also Router Routing Routing Trailing Protocol References ^ Leeds City College, CCNA - Routing Protocols and
Concepts, Nov. 16, 2010). Archived 2012-02-02 at the Wayback Machine ^ Diane Teare, Implementation of Cisco IP Routing (ROUTE): Foundation Learning Guide 22 (Cisco Press, Mar. 2013) ^ Tear, Implementation of Cisco IP Routes (ROUTE) at 22–25^ Cisco Systems, Inc., Configure a Gateway or Last Resort using IP Commands, (last updated Aug. 10, 2005). ^ Tear, Implementing Cisco IP Routing (ROUTE) at 28–29^ Id. at 26–
28. ^ Id. on ch. 5. ^ Cisco Systems, Inc., Redistder Routing Protocols, (last updated Mar. 22, 2012). ^ Tear, Implementation of Cisco IP Routing (ROUTE) at 330. External links David Davis, Cisco administration 101: Route redistribution, (Dec. 8, 2005). Cisco Systems, Inc., Configures a Port of Last Resort using IP Commands, (last updated Aug. 10, 2005). This biographical article reseals a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding
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analysis AbstractRoute redistribution (RR) has become an integral part of IP network design due to a growth-ing need for the spread of certain routes across routes protocol boundaries. While RR resemblesBGP in various non-essential aspects, surprisingly, the safety of RR is not systematically stud-ed by the networking community. This paper provides the first analytical model for evaluating the security of RR configurations. We first
illustrate how easily inaccurate configuration of RRmay causes serious routing stability, including route oscilations and persistent routing loops. At the same time, general observations regarding the causes of these instability are provided. We then introduce a formal model based on the general observations to represent and study the redistribution of routes. Using the model, we prove that the problem of confirming that aRR
configuration is free of permanent loops is NP-hard. Given this complexity, we offer acetic of sufficient conditions, which can be checked in polynomy time with the proposed analytical model to ensure the safety of a RR configuration. Finally, the paper proposes potential changes to the current RR protocol to guarantee safety. 1 Introduction studies show that some enterprise networks rival carrier networks in terms of scale and
incompleteness of route design [14]. One might even argue that because of a more dynamic business environment fueled by acquisitions and mergers, large enterprise networks can be more difficult control and manage than the carrier networks. One source of this problem stems from the factthat the route structure of a large enterprise network usually consists of several domains that develop instances [14]. Routing cases form for
many reasons. Company acquisitions, departure elements administered by different teams, and multi-vendor equipment can lead to such situations[4]. Alternatively, network administrators can deliberately create separate route instances to tofilter routes, limit reachability, and enforce policies [3]. Routers within one routing case typically run the same routing protocol to fully share reachability information and by default they do not
exchange route information with routers in other grueling cases. Taking into account the network in Figure 1, two route cases are depicted. Routersin the RIP instance does not have visibility of the addresses in the OSPF instance and vice vertebriac. Toallow exchange of route information between different route instances, vendors have in-trashed a feature called route redistribution. Route redistribution is a configuration option locally
a router. It shows the exchange of routing information one route process to another drive. For routers in the RIP instance to learn the prefixes of the OSPF a router (eg. Dor E) must run a process of RIP and a process of OSPF and inject theOSPF prefixes into the RIP case. As such, vendors have introduced route sharing to address a need of network operations. Unlike traditional routing protocols, there is no standard it specifies.
While significant effort is made usually collected to design route protocols and address potential issues, the specification of repentance redistribution does not receive as much attention. Consequently, route redistribution is often proposed resulting in sub-optimal routes and even severe instability such as route oscilations and persistent routing loops. Although the risks of route redistribution have been acknowledged, there is currently
no general guideline to set it up correctly. Solutions are developed on anad-hoc basis for specific situations [3] but most existing solutions do not meet network design waves. Routed redistribution has two main goals. The first one consists of the reproduction of routing information between different route cases for connectivity purposes. The second objective route backup: in the event of a network failure (e.g., switch B-Cof Figure 1),
routing instance wood provides alternate paths (router Cshould still be able to reach router Athrough the C-E-F-D-Apath.) To avoid route oscillating and routing loops, current recommendation routes are from one routing case to be re-injected in the same case. Such delay stops instability, but also prevents networks from achieving their goals. In addition, most solutions apply to scenarios with only two route cases, but large operational
network starters include more than two route cases [14]. Route redistribution is an important feature but is sensitive and error prone. Breed conditions of network failures can cause unpredictable consequences. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this paper is the first to analyze route redistribution and try to identify the origin of the observed instability. Our work is based on two important insights. First, we observe that the route route
redistribution effects the flow of routes is very similar to that of a remotely vector routed1 Router CRouter ARouter ERouter D Router GRouter FRouter BRouter HRIP OSPFFigure 1: An example enterprise network consisting of two route routes instances. Relentless redistribution, the routers in the RIP instance do not have knowledge of the destinations in the OSPF instance, and vice verge.protocol, albeit with a greater scope since
the routes are passed between route instances. Second, the policy-based functionality of route redistribution makes it look like BGP in several non-marital ways. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the route redistribution. Section 3 illustrates some of the instability that route redistribution can Section4 introduces a model to abstract route redistribution. The model explains and helps to the formation of
route oscillasions and continuous routing loops (section 5). We show that determining an configuration of route redistribution can converge to a state that contains a cycle is NP-hard. This complexity motivates us to search for a set of adequate conditions in section 6. Finally, in article 7, from the developed understanding, we get a set of changes that would free up route cleansing of the discussed instability. Such changes would allow
network operators to take advantage of the route redistribution feature, for example, allowing routing cases to back each other up and without worrying about potential instabilities.2 BackgroundAlthough a router can run multiple routes protocols at the same time, it sends parcel according to routes stored in a protocol-agnostic table called Forwarding Information Base (FIB). Routes like oscillatings and loops are always the result of
some routers installing incorrect routes in their FIBs. As background information for the rest of the paper, this section letter explains how a router populates his FIB and describes the role of route redistribution in that procedure. Without loss of generality, all conversations are regarding a single destination prefix, indicated by P, unless noted otherwise.2 Router GRouter DRoutingProcessRIBLocalRIB (e.g. Connec-ted)OSPF
27LocalRIB(eg. Static)RoutingProcessRIBRoutingProcessRIBRouter's FIB Router's FIB (OSPF 27) (OSPF 27) Routing Instance 1 Routing Instance 2(RIP) RIPFigure 2: Router's route selection procedure. Router Dmay must perform route selectionamong three routes, while Gmay should choose between two. Dand Gbelong to the same OSPF route instance.2.1 Route SelectionA router that multiple route protocols actually institution a
separate route process in advance protocol. Each substantiated routing process has its own Routing Information Table (RIB) tostore protocol-specific routing information. These processes can provide routes to Pat the same time and the router must then select one of the routes to include in the FIB. To add flexibility to this selection procedure, router vendors have configured a configurable hedge parameter per routers, called
administrative distance [5], to facilitate a logic for the position of a set of routes that are routes to the same destination prefix. At creation, each route process is assigned aprotocol-specific default administrative distance. For example, the default administrative distance (ad) is 110 for OSPF and 120 for RIP. The administrator can override the default default requirement of a protocol, according to local policy and on a per router basis,
by explicitly setting a distance as part of the protocol configuration. The administrative distance values are local to a router and are not propagated in any signal message. Under the route processes that announced a route to P, the one with the lowest management. We will refer to it as the routing process for Pand the routes that were subsequently installed in the FIB, the active route for P. If multiple processes offer the same
administrative distance, the router selects one of them using a non-staffer and vendor-specific algorithm. Fig. 2 illustrates the administrative distance-based routing procedure de-routers (Dand Gin the enterprise network shown in Fig. 1). Router Dhas three concurrent processes: OSPF, RIP, and the built-in process for handling static routes or direct connection subnets. When the OSPF and RIP processes present independent routes
to Pat at the same time, therouter will select the route from the OSPF processes because of its lower advertising value (110 vs. 120). Letus is considering another scenario involving router G, which runs two route processes. When the router receives competing routes from OSPF and the local RIB, it will select the route of the country scale RIB because by default the connected subnets and static routes have the smallest ad values:0
and 1, respectively.3 2.2 Route RedistributionA router runs multiple routes processes not redistributing routes under these processes by default. Route redistribution (RR) must be explicitly configured. The RR configuration and on-eration can be complex. Unlike most route protocols that optimize a metric, RR is driven policy, making it very similar to BGP. As in BGP, access control lists can be applied and tags can be assigned to the
different prefixes. In Cisco, route map allows network administrators to filter the routes, prioritize the received announcements (by assigning different ad values) and prioritize the properties of the redistgnized routes. Figure 3(a) provides an example of a Cisco configuration that redistgars routes from a RIP process into an OSPF one. The route map state filters the route and changes the properties of the redistgnized routes. In Juniper
routers, RR is bacon-ified by route policy (that is, import and export states) [8]. Figure 3(b), extracted from[8], provides an example of a JUNOS configuration that redistdites the routes of a RIP route into an OSPF route process. When a route redistribution is configured, a number of parameters must be specified. First, the napop of the redistributed route is set to the redistribution router. Some routing protocols (eg. OSPF and BGP)
allow an optional forwarding address – where data should be led instead – to be advertised. Secondly, a metric value associated with the new route must be defined in the target process (i.e. the process that receives the route). It can be manually configured, and if not specified, a default value can be assigned to the redistributed route. The expiration of the metric is important since the target routing process redistributes the
redistribution to other routers within the same can change and when that happens, the value of the metric can affect the router's selection outcomes at these routers. Additional Route Route depending on the target route process. For example, in OSPF, a route can be ejected either as a Type 1 route or a Type 2 route. Each route type differs in the way the cost of the route is calculated. A type 2 route has a constant external cost (i.e.
the value specified when the route is redistricted in the routing case), independent of the internal link costs that are tra crossed through to reach the corresponding progress router. A type 1 route cost is the sum of the external cost and eliminates the internal link costs that are tra crossed through to reach the corresponding progress point. If another difference, Type 1 routes are always preferred over Type 2 routes [2]. Depending on
the network topology and goals, redistribution may be preferred as Type 1 or Type 2 [15]. These properties affect route selection process (within a route instance) and can also cause instability as illustrated in subsequent sections. While RR is a complex, policy-driven vector protocol like BGP, there are no RFC or other formation standards about it. Vendor Web sites or manuals typically only provide guidelines and sample
configuration files. It took us many hours of reading and experimentation to identify the following, very basic operational properties of RR. First, a route is redistted only if it is active, that is, present in the router's FIB. Consequently, RR is not a transit operation. For example, let's rethink a router that has three routing processes X, Yand Z. Set that redistributions ofXto Yand of Yto Zare are configured. If initially no route to Pexists in the
FIB and therouter learns a route to Pthrough X, the route is redistted in Y. However, the route will not be further redistaque in Zfrom Ybecause Yis does not have the chosen process for P. Secondly, a router appears to be able to distinguish locally redistricted routes from routes that make router ospf 27route map filter_domain2 permit 20match tag 2!distance rip 200filter_domain2redistribute grab subnet tag 1 route maproute−map
filter_domain2 deny 10 then { metric 5; accept;ospf { export rip−2−ospf;policy−declaration rip-2-ospf((a) (b)} } from protocol rip; } Figure 3: (a) Extract of a Cisco RR configuration for router Dim the sample enterprise network. The redistribution command enables RR of the RIP process in the OSPF process. A route map is applied to enforce policies. (b) Extract of a Juniper RR configuration for router Eof the same network. In Juniper,
export policies refer to the policies to routes exported from the route table to a routing protocol [1]. This terminology focuses on the router's route table and dissipates the use of the export statement to inject the RIP routes into the OSPF routes. Routes redistdited from the local FIB will apparently not be considered by the route selection procedure. Go ahead the previous example, assuming Yhas a lower ad than X. The router will not
switch to designing Yas the selected process for route redistribution of Xto Y. In other words, RR does not impact local route selection. However, since it is possible (and often) that a route process redistrects redistder to other routers in the same routing case, RR has a profound impact on how thenetwork as a whole can violate the FIBs.3 Illustration of Routing InstabilitiesInaccurate RR configurations and cause sub-optimal routine-
ing, route oscilations and routing loops [4] and [3]. This section illustrates some of these issues. Wehave validated all the described scenarios (including the permanent oscillations in section 5) – with the exception of scenario 2 (section 3.2). It was difficult to create the required race conditions. The invalidity environment consisted of 5 routers (Cisco 2600, iOS Version 12.2).3.1 Scenario 1. Persistent Routing LoopThe first scenario is a
network consisting of 3 route processes (see Figure 4). The experiment has a persistent route loop due to route redistribution. The sample network can be representative of an entreprise with three departments or office branches, each of which manages their own routing case. A separate group can administer each site. RR is enabled between every two route cases to allow connectivity between the sites, and also all the redistribution
of router perform mutual RRso that the routing cases can back each other up 5 IGRP (100)Instance 3RoutingOSPF (110)Instance 2RoutingInstance 1RIP (120)RouteRingRouter BRou CRouter A Router DRouter EWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystCiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsFigure 4: Scenario
1. The network consists of 3 route cases and routers C, Eand Dareperforming mutual route redistribution. The values in parentheses represent the ad of routinginstances.in the event of network failure. We consider a prefix redistgned to router Evening in the RIP case. (All-ternatively, Pcan originated from another RIP router or injected into RIP by other meansincluding BGP). The following describes the order of observed events: the
route redistribution box a persistent route loop for packets sent to destinations in P.We use the following notation: route instances numbered (e.g. 1, 2, ...), routers arelabeled (e.g. A, B, ...), and routing processes are indicated by &lt;router&gt;.&lt;routing-instance&gt;, (eg. D.1designate the route process 1 in router D).t1Initially, only A's FIB has an entry to P. After starting the RIP process on A, the connected redistadict in RIP (1).t2D's
FIB includes an entry for P. The route is learned from RIP and points to B.t3E's FIB contains a route to Pwith Das the following hops: This is because Dredistrites provides the route from RIP (1) to IGRP (3).t4C's FIB provides a route to P. The installed route is from OSPF (that is, C.2) and which next hops: Creceives two soots of RIP (from B) and&lt;/routing-instance&gt; &lt;/router&gt; &lt;/router&gt; (from E). As OSPF hosts alower ad
(110 vs. 120), the latter route is selected.t5B's FIB can be updated. The current next hop, A, could be replaced with C: If Breceives theroute of Evening the redistacted one from C, we have 2 cases.•If the route of Cpresents has a lower metric, Cbecomes the next hop, causing a route (B-C-E-D).•If the route of Apresents is a lower metric, Aremains the next hop leading to asub-optimal path (D, E , C, B, A) from Dto A.6 Instance
1RoutingRIP(120)RoutingInstance 2OSPF(110)Router CRouter ARouter BRouter DRouter EWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchcatalystWork switchgroup SwitchgroupCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup
SwitchCatalystWorkCiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsFigure 5: Routers Cand Dare perform mutual route redistribution. Mutual route redistribution between two route instances can result in persistent route loops (B-C-E-D) for prefix oriented from the RIP domain or injected into the RIP domain (e.g., by router A)We have observed both results depending on the configured metrics.
Upon repeating the experiment, the loop sometimes formed in the opposite direction (B-D-E-C) because of the messages arrival order. This configuration consisted of three routing cases. However, networks with only two routine cases can also be vulnerable. The configuration in Figure 5 shows an example. The network can migrate from RIP to OSPF. Mutual redistribution is performed at two redistribution routers to exchange route
information and allow domain backups. This scenario also attracted in a persistent route loop. When Cfirst redistted the route route of C.1intoC.2, dreceived two choices and preferred D.2because of the lower ad. Then, DredistributedD.2into D.1and Bselected Das its next hop (due to the smaller the metric value).3.2 Scenario 2. Route OscillationThe configuration in Figure 5 may also experience severe route oscillations. [3] Describe a
similar scenario and explain that the following hypothetical sequence of events can cause routes. If Cand Dsimultanely Pinto route process redistributes 2 and then updates their FIB at the same time, learn the route between the 2 route instances: t1C (D) a route of C.1 (D.1) respectively). C (D) redistatePfrom C.1into C.2 (respectively, from D.1into D.2.) t2D(C) receives two routes from 1 and 2 respectively. As the advertisement of 2 is
lower, D(respectively,C) updates its FIB and prefers the route from 2. Consequently, D(respectively, C) stop redistditing the route into 2, but redistder the route from 2 to 1.t3Because both routers stop advertising the route in 2, this routing instance no longer resurrected to the 200.200.200/24100.100.100/24OSPF 1OSPF 2200100200 200 100Router DRouter ARouter BRouter CRouter ERouter FWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup
SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup SwitchCatalystWorkgroup CiscoSystemsCiscoSystemsFigure 6: Scenario 3. Internal routes of convex protocol are vulnerable to instability. Packetssent of the host (100.100.100.1) to present (200.200.200.2) leads to a persistent route loop (C, B, E, F)t4Cand Donly has one way of reaching the
destination (i.e. by C.1and D.1). Therefore, they each update their FIB and redistrete the route from 1 to 2.Noting that the states at (t=1) and (t=4) are identical, the route oscillating between the two-routing cases. One might argue that such oscilations, even if possible, are not likely to occur in practice-ticking. For these oscillations to happen, the signal messages of redistributing routers must be processed in a specific order. Routers'
load, link delay and other factors are likely to disrupt this synchronization to put an end to the oscillation. We later show that RR can cause permanent route oscillations, independent of any race conditions.3.3 Scenario 3. Instability in convex protocolsCertain routing protocols are said to be convex. Convection is often referred to as a useful and unwanted property. A routing protocol is convex when preferring internal routes across
external routes. Some routing protocols distinguish between external and internal routes. Internal routes to the routes originated and learned within a route process, while redistditing external routes frost in the route process. Convection is required for certain applications, andtypically protected internal routes of route loops. This was part of the design objectives of OSPF[15]. However, route redistribution can violate this property that
makes even internal routes of convecciating protocols vulnerable to permanent instability. The following shows a scenario inginternal routes to an OSPF route instance result in a persistent route loop. The configuration consists of two OSPF instances with routers Cand Eperforming mutual registry between the two domains. Cprefers routes from OSPF 1 while Eprefersroutes of OSPF 2 (Figure 6).8 t1The Link-State Advertisement
(LSA) corresponding to the internal 200.200.200/24 prefix (con-nected to A) is flooded in OSPF 1. The LSA is installed in each router's switch states database and causes Shortest Path First (SPF) calculations. Cand E's FIB includes a routeto 200.200.200/24 pointing to Band A.t2Cand Eredistribute 200.200.200/24 in OSPF 2. They each send an LSA to advertise the newprefix.t3The entry in E's route table is changed. The selected
route process is updated to E.2, and the following hops to F: When Ereceives the LSA of C, it has two options to that destination: either using OSPF 1 or using OSPF 2. Typically, according to the OSPF specifications, intra-area routes are preferred over inter-area routes, and inter-area routes are preferred overexternal routes. However, these rules apply to routes within the same route process, but notto routes that different processes
were taught [3]. Therefore, because the distance from OSPF 2 is lower, router Eprefers this router process. As for C, since C.1presents have a lower administrative distance value for OSPF 1, Cmaintainsits existing entry.t4When host (100.100.100.1) sends traffic to the host (200.200.200.2), traffic is trapped in apersistent route loop (D-C-B-E-F-C)4 A Model for Route RedistributionTo analytics RR, we introduce a model consisting of 3
main components. First, we abstract dierouter behavior. We introduce two logic that match the local route selection and RR pro-cedures. This logic enables the dessity of the actual active routes and some of the routes redistributed at each redistribution router. Then we suggest a route redistribution chart. This chart provides a global view of the routing cases present in a network and their RR config-uration. Finally, based on the two
previous components, we set up a network-wide RR logicwhich allows us to identify the signal messages propagated among the route instances and consequently the paths taken by the data flow to reach their destination. This data flow can carve the formation of oscilations, route loops and other instability. The model applies to existing routing protocols with the exception of BGP because the route election logic of this protocol is
different from other routing protocols. BGP processes first look at the AS-PAD to decide whether to consider a route while other routes consider all-incoming routes. Although our model currently does not include BGP, we believe that such alimation is acceptable for two reasons. First, redistributing BGP routes to Internal GatewayProtocols (IGP) is generally discouraged. Instead, learning routes from other Autonomous Systems
recommends best current practice to deploy an I-BGP network. Secondly, there is already a large, mature body of work on the correctness of BGP routes. The suggested model may be extended to include BGP, but we decide to set aside this protocolin this paper for the said reasons and to keep the model simple.9 FiltersFIBRoute Redistribution LogicRoute Selection
LogicRoutingProcessRoutingProcessRouTingFiltersFIltersProcessRoutingProcessRoutingProcessRoutingFilters FiltersFiltersProcessRoutingProcessRoutingRoutingProcessProcessProcessRIBRIBLocal Route(e.g. static)RIBFigure 7: Per-router route selection and route redistribution logic. A router first selects the pre-sphereed routing process based on the ad values. Then it installs the best route in the FIB, andredistributes the active
route according to the configured policy.4.1 The Per-Router Router Route Selection and RR LogicsA router's operations related to RR can be dissolved into two main steps (see Figure 7). First, the router chooses the best route according to the route selection logic1, and installs it in its the receive routes to the same destination P, the router selects the router with the travelers ad. And, within the selected routing process, the kies die
beste roete. Die installeerderroute word ook die aktiewe roete genoem. Dan herverdeel die roeteerder die aktiewe roete volgens theRR-logika. Die volgende roete seleksie logika is geaktiveer óf wanneer 'n nuwe roete na Pis geïnstalleer in die RIB van een van die roete prosesse of wanneer die voorheen aktiewe roete in die FIB is nolonger beskikbaar (bv. die router aankondiging van die aanvanklike roete kan dit onttrek het na 'n
netwerkfailure). Met inagneming van 'n router r, let ons op Vthe stel roeteringsprosesse in r. Elke roeteproses is ∈N RIB, u.RIB en 'n advertensie u.ad. Vir 'n bestemming P, let ons op geselekteerde proses(P) die geselekteerde proses vir Pand aktiewe roete (P) die geïnstalleerde roete wat gebruik word vir deurstuur doeleindes by r.Aanvanklik, ons stel geselekteerde proses (P) = NULL, aktiewe roete (P) = NULL en geselekteerde
proses (P).ad=∞.Prosedure roete seleksie by router r1: vir alle roeteproses u∈Vsuch dat P∈u.RIB do2: indien (u.ad die &lt; selected-process(p).ad)= or= (u.ad== selected-process(p).ad= and= rand(0 ,= 1)==1) then3:= selected-process(p)= ←u1the= route= selection= procedure= may= be= vendor= specific.= some= implementations= may= maintain= the= existing= selectedrouting= process= when= the= ad= of= the= routing=
process= advertising= the= new= route= is= not= strictly= smaller= than= the= currentlyselected= one.10= 4:= selected-process(p).ad= ←u.ad5:= select= best= route= from= selected-process(p)= (according= to= metric)= and= install= it= in= fib6:= active-route(p)= ←selected= best= route7 := end= if8:= end= forthen,= the= router= redistributes= the= active= route= according= to= the= rr= logic.procedure= rr= at= router= r1:= for= all=
routing= process= u∈vsuch= that= redistribution= of= pfrom= selected-process(p)= to= uisenabled= do2:= redistribute= active-route(p)= into= uaccording= to= applied= routing= policies3:= end= foras= mentionned= in= section= 2,= routing= policies= can= narrow= the= scope= of= the= redistributed= routesto= prefixes= matching= an= acl= or= carrying= specifying= tag(s).= attributes= (e.g. ,= tag(s),= ad)= of= theredistributed=
routes= can= also= be= modified.finally,= it= is= important= to= note= that= if= rredistributes= a= route= from= uto= v,= the= route= is= not= installedin= v.rib= [4].4.2= the= route= propagation= graphto= analyze= rr,= we= extend= the= routing= instance= graph,= introduced= in= [14],= to= include= representationsof= the= ad= based= route= selection= logic= and= the= rr= logic.we= define= a= weighted= directed= graph= g=&gt; &lt;V
, r,= o,= e,= d=&gt;roete herverdelinggraaf genoem word om die roete herverdelings onder die roete te modelleer Elke roetering word verteenwoordig deur 'n vertex u∈V, en wat verband hou met sy verstek advertensie (sien Figuur 8). Staties gekonfigureerde en herverdeelde gekoppelde roetes word elk ook deur 'n vertex verteenwoordig. Die stel O⊆Vis die stel roeteringsgevalle wat die voorvoegsel P afkomstig is. Elke vertex as a
striped vertex. A destination can be originated by multiple route instances. Theset Rdesignate the routers that route redistribute under route instances of V. Foreach route redistribution of routing case uto routing case vperformed by r∈R,&lt;/V,&gt; r∈R,&lt;/V,&gt; such redistribution by a shattered lead of uto v. The edge is marked with rto indicates the router redistributing the route between the two route cases. As described in
section2, the default ad from a routing process can be overrided by a custom value at each router. In such a way, we add the custom ad d, (d∈D), from the route process uat router rto the edge. Theedge is marked &lt;u, v,= r,= d=&gt;(see Figure 10). For RR using the default ad value, the value is omitted from the edge. In addition, for each router r∈R, we represent all the routing processes running at r, including those that do not have
redistribution, configured from or after. The reason is that these routing processes affect the route selection and RR logic. If a router runs 3 routing processes (u,v,w), redistributing the redistribution of r.uinto r.vis enabled, redistribute r.umay not any routeinto r.v. E.g. this happens if r.wises the selected routing process at r. A routing process w∈Vrunning on a redistribution router r∈R, with no redistribution to and from tip on router r,11
Instance 2Instance 1originating routesCEDCEDInstance 3IGRPOSPFRIP (110)(100)(120)Figure 8: Illustration of the route redistribution chart of the network in scenario 1. The values inbrackets indicate the default ad of routing instances.is represented by an edge of wto ticked by r&lt;w,w,r&gt;(see Figure 11). It is important to note that each vertex is a routing case, but a router deals with routes, each of which is a member of a route
instance. When a route is redistgnized in arouting case, each route process of that case must finally have that route. The RR graph of the network in Figure 4 is illustrated in Figure 8. At C, the RIP process has been repurposed in the OSPF process - depicted by the smashed edge Cfrom RIP to OSPF.4.3 The Network-wide RR LogicIn a network, the route redistributions become a distributed process: when receiving route an-
nouncements and withdrawals, each router performs the route selection and RR logic, which to analyze the reproduction of route information under the routing cases , we adopt the activation sequence concept proposed in [10]. Each time step, a set of redistributing routers inRare is enabled. When activated, a node executes the route selection and RR procedures. Because the set of routers that are activated each time is arbitrary, we
can obtain a different outcome for each run. The following describes a logic for coming off the reproduction of signal messages and identifying actual retaliations in the RR chart for a specific activation sequence. The network-wide RRlogic maintains the candidate list, CL, storing the list of routers from Rto to be enabled, and S, thesubset of routers enabled on each time step. In the RR chart, we represent active edge (that is, through a
solid arrow, and a data path through a thick solid&lt;/w,w,r&gt; &lt;/u,&gt; &lt;/u,&gt; Network-wide RRInitialization•t= 012 •We insert the redistribution routers that are connected (that is, have an edge either of ortho) an origin vertex in CL.Main loop1: while CL 6=EMPTY SET do2: t++3: Remove a subset of Sof routers from CL4: for all router r∈Sconcurrently do5: Perform route selection logic at r: Under all vertical vthat is connected to
edge that has a suitable route (that is, fish-coloredly dark and has a router other than rredistributing a route in v, or fish striped), selecting the route instance case with the lowest ad.6: if r's selected route process has changed then7: // let r.udenotes the new selected route process: Perform route-redistributing logic out r: Each edge of uthrough ris enabled while all edges are activated : for all vertical vto &lt;u,v,r&gt;which is active do10:
add routers that have an edge of or to vinto CL (if not already present)11: end for 12: end if13: end for 14: for all vertical o∈V\ Odo15: if there is no active edge pointing in uthen16: Color uin white17: other than there's an active edge pointing to uthen18: Color uin dark19: ending if20: ends for21: ends whileWe call route states, the order of RR graphs in an activation sequence. We say that arouting state is stable when all the
redistribution routers have chosen their best option among available choices and there is no signal message in transit in the network (that is, when CL isempty).5 Disclosure of Instability by the RR ModelThis section and the next one (Article 6) provides two applications of the RR model. These section studies the network wide route dynamics: Section 5.1 explains how the developed RR models us to analyze the reproduction of route
information and detect potential instability ina network. Based on the derived insight, article 5.2 reveals new instability that can cause RR.13 Instance 1RIP(120)S = {E}processing routerretogreistributiontive routeredistributiondata pathLEGENDInstance 2OSPF(110)CEDDECInstance 3IGRP(100)Instance 1RIP(120)(110)Instance 3IGRP(100)CEDDEC(120)Instance 2OSPFInstance 1RIPt=0CL = {C, D}CEDDECInstance
3IGRP(100)OSPF(110)Instance 2Instance 3Instance 2Instance 1CEDDECRIP(120)IGRP(110)OSPF(100)t=1New CL = {E}t=1102New CL = {C}S = {C}t=3Instance 3Instance 2Instance 1CEDDECRIP(120)IGRP(110)OSPF(100)S = {D}t=4New CL = {D} New CL = { }S = {C, D}Figure 9: Illustration of an activation sequence and the corresponding route states for the network insanity 1.5.1 Detection of InstabilityThe route states can
expose instability that may originate from RR. Considering a route stateG, we define a cycle as a set of kdistinct vertical r1, r2, ..., rk∈Ruch that &lt;u1, u2,= r1=&gt;&lt;u2, u3,= r2=&gt;, ..., &lt;uk, uk+1,= rk=&gt;∈E, &lt;u1, u2,= r1=&gt;, ,&lt;u2, u3,= r2=&gt;..., is active time &lt;uk, uk+1= ,= rk=&gt;t, and u1=uk+1. A cycle is permanent if there is a time T sodat vir al t &gt; T, tecycle teenwoordig is in G.A permanente siklus in 'n RR grafiek
impliseer nie die bestaan van 'n&lt;/uk,&gt; &lt;/u2,&gt; &lt;/u1,&gt; &lt;/uk,&gt; &lt;/u2,&gt; &lt;/u1,&gt; &lt;/u,v,r&gt; &lt;/u,v,r&gt; trail loop. As described in section 3, depending on the internal metrics within the route instances, either apersistent route loop can form, or a sub-optimal route path can arise. Both consequences are undesirable and consequential, permanent cycles are undesirable. The RR model allows us to analyze the
reproduction of route information for different akti-14 vation rows and consequently, detect the potential formation of cycle. Figure 9 illustrates aactivation sequence conspiring to a permanent cycle in the network of Figure 4.t=0 A route piss that originated through the RIP route instance (1). Routers Cand Dare connected to 1.Consequently, CL(t = 0) ={C, D}.t=1 We accept S(t=1) ={C, D} ⊆ CL(t=0). We run the route selection and RR
logic at routersCand D.Clearns a route to Pthrough C.1and redistate it from C.1into C.2. Thecorresponding edge (from C.1to C.2) becomes solid to indicate that the redistribution is active. Router Ewhich is connected to 2, is inserted into CL. Similarly, Dlearns redistrs a route toPand it from D.1to D.3. The edge of D.1to D.3also becomes solid. Wehave CL(t=1) ={E}.t=2 We accept S(t=2) ={E}. We run the route selection and RR logic at
router E. RouterEis received a route to Pthrough E.2and E.3. Because E.3presents a lower ad (100), Eselects E.3as has its selected route process and redistributes the route of E.3into E.2.The edge of E.3to E.2becomes solid to indicate that the corresponding redistribution is respondive. Since Cis connected to 2, Cis added to CL (t=2). CL(t=2) ={C}.t=3 We accept S(t=3) ={C}. Router Chase two choices to reach P(by C.1and C.2).
Because C.2's ad is lower than the one from C.1, C.2becomes the selected routing process Cand Credistributes from C.2into C.1. The edge of C.1to C.2is de-enabled andinstead the one from C.2to C.1is is active. We have CL(t=3) ={D}.t=4 We accept S(t=4) ={D}. Dhas only one choice for the destination (i.e. by D.1). Noother router as Dannounces a route to Pinto 2. Therefore, Dmaintains includes its selected process (D.1), and CL
(t=4) ={EMPTY SET}. The paths (thick arrows) are taken by the data packets to reach pairs represented in the final chart. They form a cycle that reveals the potential formation of a route loop. Some configurations of RR always converge to a state that contains a cycle (independent of the activation sequence) (e.g. Figure 4). Other configurations always converge to a cycle free state. Some configurations may converge to a state that
includes a cycle depending on the activation sequence: as an example, in scenario 5 (Figure 10), the first activation sequence (1) does not in any cycle, but the second activation sequence (2). Finally, some configurations may converge after some arbitrary time (Figure 5) and others can always deviate (section 5.2). We define a RR chart as safe as for all activation sequances, the redistributions converge tocycle-free state.5.2
Disclosure of new work calls the potential formation of loop, sub-optimal routing and routing in certain breed conditions (illustrated in section 3). Our model shows new instability may result from RR. Permanente roete-ossillasies, onafhanklik van enige rastoestande, verskyn inderdaad te danke aan onbehoorlike RR-konfigurasie.15 Gekonfigureerde RouteRedistributionActive RouteRedistribution12342342 342 34B, 902 342 342 34C,
1052 34Data Path111111Sequence 1 Volgorde 2DDCBBAA (100) (90)(80)(90)(100) (90)(80)(80)(90)(100) (90)(80)(80)(80)(80)(90)(100) (90)(80)(80)(80)(80)(90)(100) (90)(80)(80)(90)(100) (90)(80)(80)(100) (90)(80)(80)(100) (90)(80)(80)(1 (90)(100) (90)(80)(90)(90) (100) (90)(80)(90)(100)( 90)(80)(90) (100) (90)(80)D(100) (90)(80)(90) AADAADDCBAA BCBAAC , 105C, 105(100) (90)(80)(90)(100) (90)(80)(90)Figure 10: Scenario
5. Detection of persistent route loops. Sequence 1 does not result in intrusive looping, but sequence 2 reveals a potential route loop. The values on the sides represent custom ad: router Chas a custom ad (105) value for routing process 4, overriding diedefault value (80). To demonstrate the formation of permanent route oscillasions, we consider the topology inscenario 6 (Figure 11). The corresponding RR chart is depicted at the top
of the figure (t = 0). Aprefix is originated by institution 1.t=1 Clear a route to the prefix by C.1and redistabutes the route from C.1into C.2.t=2 Alearns a route through A.2and redistites the route from A.2into A.3.t=3 Breceives the route through B.3, install it in its FIB and redistrete the route from B.3into B.4.t=4 Areceives two routes to the destination: one from A.2 and another one from A.4. BecauseA.4has has a lower ad, A.4becomes the
selected route process. Consequently, Astops redistribution-tributing from A.2into A.3.16 BACBACBACBACACT = 1t=2t=4t=3t=0(80)1234(80) (110) (90) (80)41 23(90) (80)(80) (110)241 3(80) (110) (90) (80)2341(80)(80) (110) (90)3412(80) (110) (90) (80)BACA3412(80) (110) (90) (80)t=5 3412(80) (110) (90) (80)t=6ABACAAAAFigure 11: Scenario 6. Illustration of permanent route flap. Router Aruns 3 route processes butno
redistribution is enabled not from or to A.4. The routing states highlight the formation of foremanlike oscillasions since the states at t=1 and t=5 are identical.t=5 Because A stopped redistulating A.2into A.3, Bno longer receives any announcement. Bremoves the route and stops the announcement of it in B.4.t=6 Accordingly, A.4no receives a route to the destination for longer. We note that this stateis is identical to the one at t = 1. A
permanent route oscillation formed. This instability was observed in the conducted experiments. These permanent oscillations come from the fact that the redistribution of the routes to endurance processes depends on the routes present in the FIB, which in turn depend on the routes dependent on the route processes. Article 2 explained that routes redistdited from a router do not local route selection directly. However, since the
redistricting routes can be further redistricted, those routes can come back and ultimately affect the route choice outcomes.17 ia ia ia ib ib ib (90) (80) (80) (b) X = trueiia ia ia ib iXiXiYia ia ib ib iXiXiY(a)21(80)iOO(90) (90)(80)(80)OO(90) (90)(80)(80)(c) X = falseFigure 12: Command of variable. Each variable is represented by the configuration in figure (a). Depending on the activation sequence, we can obtain two different stable route
states. 1) if the redistributed route of biarrives at aibefore aiis is enabled (and before aiprocesses anyformer route withdrawals of bi), we obtain the route state depicted in (b). We associate such reditribution outcome with the value TRUE for Xi. 2) if the redistributed route of aiarrives atbibefore biis is activated (and before biprocesses any former route withdrawals of ai), we acquire the route state depicted in figure (c). We associate
such redistribution outcome with the valuePHALSE for Xi.6 Sufficient conditions for instability free route redistributionIn this section, we want to find out if a given RR configuration can result in instability. First, we demonstrate that determining whether a configuration can converge to a state that contains cycle is an NP hard problem. The complexity of the task motivates the search for adequate con-ditions. In Article 6.2, we set a set of
sufficient conditions that guarantee that a configuration does not result in any persistent route loop or oscillats.6.1 Complexity of the Route Redistribution ProblemWee shows that given a RR configuration, determining whether the redistributions converge after a state decision of a cycle is NP-hard.Problem: considering a RR chart, we ask &lt;V, r,= u,= e,= d=&gt;whether there is an activation give-in so that the redistributions converge
to a state that includes a cycle. We'll call it problem, detecting Cycle in a Route Redistribution Configuration (DCRRC) problem. Statement: the DCRRC problem is NP-hard.Proof: The proof is inspired from [11]. To show that DCRRC is NP-hard, we rely on the fact that the 3-CNF SAT problem is an NP complete problem [6]. We prove more specifically that DCRRC ≥p3-CNF SAT. We consider an 18 3a 1a 1b 2b 3b 2a 2b 2a 3a 1a 1b 2b
2a 3a 3b b 33X2X1XkC3X2X1X1X1Y2Y31kkk111O2O(90) (90)(80) (80) (80) (80)b a (80 )k(100)(80) (90)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80 )kUf d g kVk kZW e d Figure 13: Construction of the subgraph for clause Ck=Xk1∨ ¬Xk2∨ ¬Xk3instance of 3-CNF SAT, (B=C1∧C2∧... ∧Cn), that is, a Boolean formula with n3-CNF clauses. Each clause Ck,(1 ≤k≤), consists of three separate literals: Ck=lk1∨lk2∨lk3. We build route redistribution chart
Gsuch that Bis satisfactory if and only if there is an activation claim such that Gconverges to a state, including a cycle. Our build Gas follows: •We place two origin vertical U1,O2into O.•For each clause Ck,(1 ≤k≤k)consists of 3 literally lki,(1 ≤i≤3):For each literal lkiof form Xjor ¬Xj:As Xj/∈V, add the subgraph S(Xj)(Figure 12a) G, If lki== Xj, add &lt;Xj, ck,= gj=&gt;in EIf lki== ¬Xj, ck,¬gj=&gt;add in E•Dan connect us to any Ckto subgraph
(United Koninkryk, Uk, Zk, Wk)soos implied in&lt;/¬Xj,&gt; &lt;/Xj,&gt; &lt;/V,&gt; &lt;/V,&gt; 13.•Finally, for each clause Ck,(1 ≤; we connect Ukto UK+1 through a redistribution route rack (i.e. we insert &lt;UK, uk+1,= I,= dk=&gt;E), with expressing route process Zkover UK, and Ukover UK + 1.Such chart can be calculated from Bin polygreial times. Figure 14 provides an illustration of the chart for B= (X1∨X2∨X3)∧(X1∨ ¬X2∨
¬X3)∧(¬X1∨X2∨ ¬X3). We are now showing the transformation of Binto Gis a reduction⇒Ours show that if Bhas is a satisfactory assignment, there is an activation sequence such as thatGconverges and the final state includes a cycle. (We show that &lt;U1, u2,= e1=&gt;,&lt;U2, u3,= e2=&gt;, ..., form&lt;Un, u1,= and=&gt;a cycle). We assume that the Boolean expression Bhas has a satisfactory command. This implies that each
clause Ckcontains at least one literal lkiwith has a true value. By definition of 19 1a 2a 1b 2b 2b Y12a 3a 3b 3a 3b 2b 2a 1b 1a 3X2X1XC2C11X2X3X3Y2112 13112132O(90)(80) b a b (80)(80) b (80)(80) b (80)(80) b (80)(80) b a b(80) 80)(80) b (80) b (80) b (80)(80) b (80) b (80) b (80)(80) b (80) b (80) b (80 )(80) b (80)(80) b (80) b (80)(80) b (80) b (80)(80) b (80)(80) b (80) b ( 80)(80) b (80) b (80)(80) b (80) b ( (80) (90)332(80)
(80)3(100)(90)(100)(90)(80)(80)(80)(80)O1(90)(80) (80) (80) (80) (80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80) (80) (80) (80) (80) (80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80)(80) (80) (80) (80) (80)3Uf 2U2f 1Uf d 32g g 1111e d W Z12g g d 2C3 3333222232321VZZWg d e e Wd 1Ve, 90 e , 90 e , 90 Figure 14: B= (X1∨X2∨X3)∧(X1∨ ¬X2∨ ¬X3)∧(¬X1∨X2∨ ¬X3). the
variable command (Figure 12) and by the construction of G, the router gi (or ¬crowding on the form of lki), corresponding to the literal lki, redistributes a route from Xi (or ¬Xidepending on the form of lki) in the routing case Ck. As such, each route case Ckhas a route to P.Then, ∀k∈[1, n], the router fcreadistributes the route from Ckinto UK.Every router ecost runs four processes (UK, UK+ 1, Wkand Zk). We show that Ukis teselese trail
process with me: Only processes Ukand UK +1 has a route. Zkdoes has not aroute since router dkpicks Ckas its selected route process. Consequently, no router announces a router to Zk, and neither Zknor Wkhave announces a route to P. Under Ukand UK+1, Ukpresents a lower administrative distance at ekand is therefore preferred. We showed that ∀k∈[1, n], the router eklearns redistribute a route to Pfrom Ukand itinto UK +
1.The redistributions converge, and , ... , form a cycle (Figure 14).⇐ For the other direction, we want to show that if &lt;U1, u2,= e1=&gt;&lt;U2, u3,= e2=&gt; &lt;Un, u1,= and=&gt;Ghas converged to a stable condition that contains permanent cycle , then a command we suppose that Ghas has converged and contains a cycle. The only possible cycle is compiled from the &lt;U1, u2,= e1=&gt;sides,&lt;U2, u3,= e2=&gt;,,...,&lt;Un, u1,=
and=&gt;. We show that every route Ckmust has a stable route to P. We prove this by counter-dictionary: we assume that there≤s a route case Ci (1≤n≤), with no stable route to P.It implies that none of the gjnor ¬gj(1≤j≤3) redistries a stable route into Ci.Considering router di, it runs 4 routes processes (Ci,O Because only O2hasa stable route to P,diredistributes from O2into Zi. (Cidoes does not have a stable route to Pbyassumption.
Consequently, because of the topology of G, Vidoes neither nor). Then, router eilearns&lt;/Un,&gt; &lt;/U2,&gt; &lt;/U1,&gt; &lt;/Un,&gt; &lt;/U2,&gt; &lt;/U1,&gt; &lt;/Un,&gt; &lt;/U2,&gt; &lt;/U1,&gt; &lt;/UK,&gt; route to Pfrom Ziand redistributes it in Wi. Independently or Uihas does not have a route to Prompt (e.g., from Ui-1), eipicks Zias has been using its selected route process since ei. Zipresents the layer steadministrative distance.
The edge &lt;Onion,Onion+1,ei&gt;is not active. This contradicts the initial assumption &lt;U1, u2,= e1=&gt;that,&lt;U2, u3,= e2=&gt;..., form &amp;Un, u1,= and=&gt;a cycle. For the possible, ∀k∈[1, n], the edge &lt;UK, uk+1= ,= I=&gt;active.20 To summarate, we proved that ∀k∈[1, n],Ckhas has a stable route to P. In other words, ∀k∈[1, n], one of the gycorn ¬giannoces a stable of Xi(or ¬Xi) in Ck. By assorting thecorresponding Xi
(or ¬Xi) the value where , we obtain a command that meets Bsince everyclause includes a literal that has a true value.6.2 Adequate conditions for instability free RRGiven the complexity of the problem, we provide a set of adequate conditions, which can be checked in polynomial time, and that guarantee that a RR configuration will not result in nonexistent routes or oscillations. To this end, we introduce the concept of a primary route
redistribution graph &lt;V, r,= o,e',= d=&gt;. The graph represents the preferred redistributions between the different routing cases. It is emanated from the &lt;V as follows, r,= o,= e,= d=&gt;route redistribution graph extracted:•We initialize E0=N ULL.•For each redistribution router, we only preserve the redistribution graph(s) of routing pro-cess(es) that host the lowest advertisement:for each r∈R,∀&lt;lt;lt, uj,= r,= di=&gt;∈E, we like
&lt;ux, uy,= r,= dx=&gt;where dx=min(di)&lt;onion , uj,= r,= di=&gt; ∈E), and we throw away all other sides. We add &lt;ux, uy,= r,= dx=&gt;in E0. Statement: A RR configuration whose primary route redistribution graph meets the three folly conditions is safe from permanent routing loops and oscilations:1. For all vertical u∈V, there is a reproductive path of an origin vertex o∈Oto u.We say that there is a reproductive path of oto uif
∃u1,u2, ..., UK∈Vsuch that &lt;o, u1=&gt;&lt;u1, u2=&gt;, ... , &lt;uk, u=&gt;∈E0.2. The chart is acyclic3. Each redistribution router redistributes routes from a single routing case (that is, ∀r∈R,&lt;u, v,= r,= du=&gt;∀,&lt;x, y,= r,= dx=&gt;∈E0, u=x)Proof: We consider a network whose primary route redistribution chart meets the three identified conditions. For each vertex uin the route redistribution chart, next condition (1), there exists a
reproductive path of an origin vertex o∈Oto you. Such path is valid sincere edge on the road is active. This is derived from the fact that each redistribution on the road apreferred one (through the construction of the primary route redistribution graph) and of condition (3) that redistributes each redistribution router from only a single route instance. A network configuration whose primary route redistributes graph to conditions (1) and (3)
converges to stable condition: each redistributes Get a soot of sy preferred rustling sprams and will choose this. Finally, condition (2) verseker that no roete loop can exist. That co-trick of&lt;/x,&gt; &lt;/u,&gt; &lt;/uk,&gt; &lt;/u1,&gt; &lt;/o,&gt; &lt;/ux,&gt; &lt;/onion,&gt; &lt;/ux,&gt; &lt;/ui,&gt; &lt;/V,&gt; &lt;/V,&gt; &lt;/Uk,&gt; &lt;/Un,&gt; &lt;/U2,&gt; &lt;/U1,&gt; &lt;/Onion,'Ui+1,egg&gt; &lt;/Ui,'Ui+1,ei&gt; &lt;/Ui,'Ui+1,ei&gt;
&lt;/Ui,'Ui+1,ei&gt; and the verification of the 3 conditions can be carried out clearly in polynomy times. Taking into account the network of Figure 8, assenting the value 90 to C.1s and to D.1's ad will satisfy these conditions. The corresponding primary route redistribution chart is depicted in Fig-hours 15a. Independent of the activation sequence, the route redistributions converge to a state21 origin routesInstance 2Instance 1
EDCEInstance 3IGRPOSPFRIP(3IGRPOSPFRIP(2 2Instance 1 EInstance 3IGRPOSPFRIP(110)(100)(120),, 90 C, 90D, 90 D, 90(a) (b)Figure 15: The advertisement for C.1and D.1are adjusted to the value 90. The chart in (a) represents the corresponding primary route redistribution chart. The chart in (b) depicts the state to which RRconverges. (Figure 15b) where the edges of the primary route redistribution graph are active. Figure
16illustrates the transient and final states for an activation sequence. The router redistribution model and the adequate conditions allow one to perform what is asanalysis and detect the instability ahead of time. [11] Introduce the concept of a robust configuration that remains safe after node failures. Similar concept applies to route redistributionbut the details are outside the scope of this paper.7 After a secure RR ProtocolPrevious
sections identified a set of sufficient conditions to verify that a configuration would not consult again in permanent instability (due to RR). However, as dynamic events happen (e.g. network filtering hours), the network topology can change. The proposed conditions should be checked on the tactful network, but maintaining an up-to-date view of the network can be difficult. A network can infect the adequate conditions and be safe from
permanent instability, but as network failures recede, the conditions can be violated and the network can become vulnerable to insta-stability. Therefore, in this section, we seek to identify the causes of the previously described capabilities.7.1 RR and strict monotonyThe analysis of RR operations shows that RR acts as a remotely vector protocol. When an exit process uredistributes a prefix Pto a route process v,umainly announces to
dithas a route to P.vdoes does not have a global view of topology, but only knows that uis is the next-hop for P. [16], [12] studied properties for vector algorithms and showed that strict monotonicity (SM) was an important Monotony means that the weight of a redistgnized route must be eroded as the one of the initially received route.22 Instance 2Instance 1 EDCEInstance 3IGRPOSPFRIP(110)(100)(120)C, 90D, 90Instance 1
EDCEInstance 3IGRPOSPFRIP(110)(100)(120)C, 90D, 90t=1New CL = {D, E}Instance 2t=0CL = {C, D}S = {C}S = {E}EDCEInstance 3IGRPOSPF(110)(100)(120)C, 90D, 3IGRPOSPF(110)(100)(120)C , 90D, 90D 2t=2New CL = {D}Instance 1RIPS = {D}Instance 1 EDCEInstance (110) (100) (120) C , 90D, 90Instance 2New CL = {E}t=3S = {E}Instansie 1 EDCEInstance 3IGRPOSPFRIP (110)(100)(120)C, 90D, 90Instance 2t=4New
CL = {C}S = {C} {C} 1 EDCEInstance 3IGRPOSPFRIP(110)(100)(120)C, 90D, 90Instance 2t=5New CL = { }Figure 16: Illustration of an activation sequence when the ad for C.1and D.1are is adjusted to the value 90. The redistributions converge to a cycle free state. Current RR does not meet monotony. The existing RR procedure allows the metric of redistricting route to be set to any value. In the absence of an explicitly configured
value, the metric is assigned a default value independent of the initial metric of the route. As such, there may be a lower metric than the initially received route.7.2 A solution for the Route Redistribution ProtocolModern routing protocols (e.g. RIPv2, OSPFv2, EIGRP), which supports the CIDR format, which also includes an external route tag. (Routing protocols – such as RIP, IGRP, EGP – that do not support CIDR format have been
strongly discouraged.) This tag is designed to carry information regarding the external route being redistgnized. The details of the fields were left out of the route protocol specifications and had to be specified in a separate IETF document. We propose to use this unused external route tag again to ensure that RR is strictly monotonous.23 The route tag must carry a counter that is increased by at least one when re-injected vana routes
to another. The route selection procedure must be upgraded to take route tag into account. When receiving multiple routes to the same destination, a routershould first considers the route tag. Routes with lower route tag value should be preferred. Whentwo routes, which come from two different route processes, offer the same route tag value, other criteria (e.g. advertising) can then be considered. Finally, to address the count-to-
infinity problem, existing resolutions can be adopted: a maximum counter value can be defined (RIP defines the maximum score as 16 [13]) or keeps timers [7] can be implemented.8 Related workFew documents address route redistribution. For example, [9] and [15] have short sections that conjure up protocolin interactions. They briefly describe the challenges and risks of trail redistribution. [17] is an IETF standard that specifies the
interaction between OSPF and BGP/IDRP. However, the document is specific to these 3 protocols and does not handle other route protocols. [4] and [3] are vendor reports offering possible consequences of redistribution (such as sub-optimal routes, routing loops or delayed convergence.) To avoid the undesirable effects, [4]recommend preventing information from a route process ufrom re-advertised back inu. However, such an
approach violates one of the goals of route redistribution, i.e. the ability to make instances after backup each other in case of failures . [3] Focus on redistribution intermultiple instances of OSPF. The report states that internal OSPF routes are susceptible for looping and oscillations. A number of solutions are proposed. Some of the approaches allow partial backup, but don't all goals. In the case of network partitions, internal routers still
resolve connectivity.9 ConclusionRoute redistribution continues to be a popular choice for distributing routes between routes between routesprotocols because it is relatively easy to configure and it has the flexibility to support a large variety of policy-based scenarios. However, RR misconfigurations are also common and the concluding permanent route loops and persistent route flaps. This paper takes the position that most of the
misconfigurations are due to a lack of below of the network wide RR logic and provides an analytics model to address the problem. The model defines exactly how a RR configuration affects the route choice outcomes indifferent routers and, as such, provides the first formal specification of the RR protocol. Detailed applications of the model are also offered. Not only can the model be used to explain why lussmay shape and routes can
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